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Abstract. This is an attempt to develop a universal socio-technical
computing machine that captures and coordinates human input to let
collective problem solving activities emerge on the Web without the need
for an a priori composition of a dedicated task or human collective.
1 Introduction and Background
Since the advent of the Social Machines paradigm as abstractly described by Tim
Berners-Lee [1], scholars have witnessed various attempts to underpin it with a
formal theory and practice. The current range of theories includes a scheme
to classify Web applications along a dedicated set of socio-technical properties
[9, 10] as well as an archetypal framework to reflect upon sociality in collec-
tive action on the Web [11]. These two qualitative and small scale approaches
are complemented by a quantitative information-centric view to Social Machines
[5, 4, 6]. It turns out that, while these approaches provide novel means to retro-
spectively look at the interplay of the technical and the social on the Web, their
constructive dimension – the practice – is somewhat limited.
Here we describe a novel architecture of a universal socio-technical comput-
ing machine – or short, a Social Computer. In contrast to the classification work,
but in-line with ideas of archetypal narratives, our approach assumes Social Ma-
chines being the emergent output of human activity rather than any fixed engi-
neered input. We ultimately seek to develop an engine that allows for actively
shaping the morphology of the archetype of a collective action as it emerges in
near real-time. Our approach differs from the typically coordinated approach in
human computation and crowdsourcing [7, 3], where research commonly calls
for methods to pre-engineer the way a human collective is going to perform a
task [8]. Based on the principle that the accumulated information sharing ac-
tivities of individuals on the Web can compose purposeful collective action [4],
we designed a system that lets the human participants determine the computa-
tional program by their real-time inputs, while the technical components simply
facilitate information flow to other technical systems to reach further human
participants. Or to put it differently, we developed a system that reacts
upon bursts of information occurring on the Web and engages with
human participants on various platforms to let a coordinated problem
solving activity emerge.
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2 System Architecture
For the principled design of our system we rely on the representational state
transfer (REST) principles of the Web architecture [2] and take a data-centric
approach. That means that the central interface between system components
is a data repository that is read from and written to by the individual compo-
nents via RESTful request. The data in the repository is semi-structured so that
the system allows for flexible expansion. Figure 1 depicts how the individual
components of the system interact.
Fig. 1: Principled architecture of our universal socio-technical computing machine.
The source of data to be observed is any system on the World Wide Web. In
order to decrease the necessary effort to implement individual data harvesters
per system that can be accessed it is recommended to instantiate or link with
a real-time Web Observatory [12], which is a decentralised approach to enable
access to historic and real-time data from and about systems on the Web. The
observer component subscribes to a unified activity feed on a Web Observatory
and implements a) an information extraction mechanism to look for patterns in
the content elements of the feed that are regarded relevant; and b) a threshold
heuristic to indicate a relevant burst of activity around a particular pattern.
When the heuristic indicates a burst, a project to manage crowdsourcing tasks
on all incoming content containing the respective pattern is kicked off. The task
creator manages that, from now on, any content element with that pattern is
persisted in a crowdsourcing platform, which maintains a specific part of the
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overall data repository focused on crowdsourcing analytics for making decisions
about the completion of particular tasks and projects. The task performer com-
ponent revisits the projects and tasks maintained in the data repository regularly
and pushes them back to the Web to call for contributions from the crowd. This
component also pulls responses to those published tasks back from the Web
and persists them as task runs in the crowdsourcing database. This setup al-
lows contributions to the crowdsourcing tasks in various ways: 1) participants
of systems to which tasks are pushed (e.g. Twitter or facebook, see Figure 3)
can simply reply to the shared content that contains the tasks (these are regis-
tered or unregistered participants, depending on the remote system’s policies);
2) participants can subscribe to the RESTful interface of the task performer
and pick up pushed tasks and post task runs; 3) participants can log into the
crowdsourcing platform that is part of this architecture and contribute to the
tasks through the system’s Web interface. Our system is ultimately designed to
allow for orchestrating arbitrary task workflows solely by the input from human
users. In its current development state fixed workflow templates for translate,
question answering and annotation tasks are provided.
Fig. 3: Two ways to contribute human input to our Social Computer: Twitter and
facebook.
3 Summary and Outlook
In this paper we presented a system design of a middleware to enable the au-
tonomous creation and management of crowdsourcing tasks workflows. The ap-
proach automatically spins up crowdsourcing tasks for topics that feature tem-
porally high activity on the Web in near real-time. We called this autonomous
reactive crowdsourcing approach a universal socio-technical computing machine
(or a Social Computer) because in its ultimate vision it shall allow for the compo-
sition of arbitrary workflows solely by the input of human participants through a
set of primitive built-in tasks, which would form the basic instruction set of the
Social Computer to form complex algorithms. This requires future work on the
definition of this fundamental and generic instruction set and to implement it in
a way that it can be used by the crowd in their responses to pushed out tasks
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rigorously but still intuitively. Comprehensive experimentation is needed to un-
derstand the properties and impact of varying activity and consensus thresholds,
and a completely new set of analytics to observer the system needs to be devised.
Our Social Computer is configured by the content stream that is taken in and by
the patterns to react upon within that stream, which allows for realizing either
completely open or context specific work to be carried out. We see great poten-
tial for the approach to be used in scenarios that are inherently broadcasting
orientated and do not feature a pre-defined online community to engage with.
We find those in real-time event response such as disaster management using
social media as well as in citizen science. The system also show great potential
to be used in organisations to let coordinated collaboration emerge when related
activity around a topic is detected in independent organisational units.
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